I.

Attempt any 5
A. What are differences between Black box testing and White Box Testing?

B. Describe briefly various Risk Management steps in testing.

(2 Marks each)

Common ways to Identify Risks in Testing:
1. Use Checklists
2. Use of organizational history and metrics
3. Informal networking across the industry
Risk Quantification:
Expressing the risk in numerical term. Deals with two component Probability and impact
Risk Mitigation:
Deals with identifying alternative strategies to combat a risk event, should that risk materialize.
C. Explain essential elements in Test Infrastructure Management.

D. What are the features to be Prioritizing for Testing?
1. The usage frequency of a function
2. Risk of failure:
3. The visibility of a failure

4. The priority of the requirements
5. The quality characteristics
6. The complexity of the individual components
7. A high project risk

E. Explain in detail Statement Coverage

F.

Define test automation? Explain the benefits of using automation in testing?
Developing software to test the software is called test automation

Automation saves time as software can execute test cases faster than human do
Test automation can free the test engineers from mundane tasks and make them
focus on more creative tasks
Automated tests can be more reliable
Automation helps in immediate testing
Automation can protect an organization against attrition of test engineers
Test automation opens up opportunities for better utilization of global resources
Certain types of testing cannot be executed without automation

II.

Attempt any 1 Question
A. Explain Incident management in detail with the purpose of an incident status model.
Incident reporting is also referred to as problem, anomaly, or failure reporting.

(5 Marks)

B. Generate decision table based test cases for web based company selling computers (CPU),Printers(PR),Monitors(M) and
additional Memory(RAM) of the purchase order:
1. M20 and M23 can be purchased with any CPU or as a standalone item but M30 can only purchase with
CPU3
2. Purchase of CPU1 gets RAM256 upgrade and PR1 And RAM512 are available free with the purchase of
CPU2 or CPU3
3. The RAM 1GB upgrade and a free PR2is available when CPU3 is purchased with Monitor M30
4. Monitors and Printers except for M30, can also purchase without purchasing any CPU.
III.

Attempt any 1 Question

(5 Marks)

A. Explain in detail Design and Architecture for test automation.

B. Given is the function calculate price(),draw the control flow graph for this function and write the test cases for this
function using statement coverage, branch coverage and path coverage:
double calculate price( double base price, double specialprice,double extra price,int extras,
double discount) {
double addon_discount;
double result;
if (extras >= 3)
addon_discount = 10;

else if (extras >= 5)
addon_discount = 15;
else addon_discount = 0;
if (discount > addon_discount)
addon_discount = discount;
result = baseprice /100.0*(100-discount)+ specialprice+extraprice/100.0*(100addon_discount);
return (result);}
***In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity –by Albert Einstein ***

